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Abstract: The acoustic emission (AE) characteristics of rock during loading can reflect the law of
crack propagation and evolution in the rock. In order to study the fracture mode in the process of rock
fracture, the AE characteristics and crack types of red sandstone during fracture were investigated by
conducting Brazilian indirect tensile tests (BITT), direct shear tests (DST), and uniaxial compression
tests (UCT). The evolution law of AE event rate, RA and AF values, and the distribution law of
RA–AF data of red sandstone samples in three test types were analyzed. Based on the kernel density
estimation (KDE) function and the coupling AE parameters (RA–AF values) in DST and BITT, the
relatively objective dividing line for classifying tensile and shear cracks was discussed, and the
dividing line was applied to the analysis of fracture source evolution and the failure precursor of
red sandstone. The results show that the dividing line for classifying tensile and shear cracks of
red sandstone is AF = 93RA + 75. Under uniaxial compression loading, the fracture source of red
sandstone is primarily shear source in the initial phase of loading and tensile source in the critical
failure phase, and the number is far greater than shear source. K = AF/(93RA + 75) can be defined as
the AE parameter index, and its coefficient of variation CV (k) can be used as the failure judgment
index of red sandstone. When CV (k) < 1, it can be considered that red sandstone enters the instability
failure phase.

Keywords: acoustic emission; sensor; parameter analysis; RA and AF; crack classification criterion

1. Introduction

Brittle rock is a complex geological medium, in which microcracks will occur under
loading, and with the propagation and connection of microcracks on different scales, the
rock will be damaged [1–4]. Furthermore, in a variety of rock engineering applications, red
sandstone, as sedimentary rock, has been used widely [5–7]. Hence, studying the failure
characteristics of red sandstone is of great significance for stability monitoring and disaster
early warning in engineering projects [8–10]. When the rock is damaged, it will produce an
acoustic emission (AE), which is essentially the elastic wave released in the process of crack
generation and propagation [11–14]. In fact, the AE characteristics of rock during loading
can reflect the law of crack propagation and evolution in the rock [15–19].

AE parameters can be divided into time domain parameters and frequency domain
parameters, which are all extracted from the AE time domain waveform [20–23]. The time
domain parameters of AE signals most widely used to reveal the rock failure mechanism
are: rise time, duration, AE count, maximum amplitude, energy, and average frequency
(AF) [24–28], as shown in Figure 1a. The frequency domain parameters of AE signal most
widely used are peak frequency, frequency centroid, and partial power; peak frequency
is the point corresponding to the maximum amplitude in the frequency spectrum, the
frequency centroid, representing the center of mass of the AE signal, is calculated from a
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sum of magnitude time frequencies divided by a sum of magnitude, and partial power is
calculated from the sum of the frequency spectrum within a specified range divided by
the total power of all frequencies [29,30]. In addition, in AE field monitoring, in order to
improve the accuracy of monitoring and disaster early warning, the location of the fracture
source has gradually become an important development direction [31].
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As regards the cracking type of brittle materials, AE signals from tensile cracking and
shear cracking have different characteristics. The source type can be classified by tracking
the characteristics of an AE signal to improve the understanding of the rock cracking mode.
The time domain parameters commonly used to classified cracking type are the rise angle
(RA) and average frequency (AF) [32–34]. The RA value is defined as the ratio of rise time
to amplitude, in ms/V; the AF value, the number of threshold crossings (i.e., counts) over
the duration of the AE signal, is the ratio of counts to duration, in kHz [35–38]. Generally,
tensile fracture corresponds to an AE signal with low RA value and high AF value, while
shear fracture corresponds to an AE signal with high RA value and low AF value [13,39],
as shown in Figure 1b. Based on the above conclusions, the damage mechanism and failure
mode classification of brittle materials can be analyzed by the RA and AF values of the AE
signals in previous studies. Based on the analysis of RA and AF values, some scholars have
investigated the damage mechanism and failure mode of different materials, such as hollow
slab specimens of calcite and marble, ice structures, rubber powder concrete, and other
rock types, in several basic lab tests [40–43]. Meanwhile, many scholars have investigated
the effects of strain rate, brittleness, bedding, microwave radiation, and crack on rock
failure mode by analyzing RA and AF values [44–50]. In addition, Muñoz-Ibáñez et al.
compared the advantages and disadvantages of semicircular bending (SCB) and pseudo
compact stretching (PCT) by analyzing the RA and AF values [51]. In addition, frequency
domain parameters are often used to classified rock fracture types. For example, in order
to effectively classify source types, based on peak frequency or partial power, Zhang et al.
proposed a new source classification criterion [30]. Li et al. studied the dominant frequency
characteristics of the AE signal of marble based on direct tensile tests, and showed that the
low-frequency waveform represents tensile cracking and the high-frequency waveform
represents shear cracking [52].

However, when focusing on the cracking type classification of brittle materials based
on RA and AF values, there is no clear standard for the boundary between RA and AF
values. Niu et al. determined that the proportional relationship between RA and AF values
is 2:1 in their evaluation for the classification of fracture modes of flawed red sandstone
under uniaxial compression [53]. Wang et al. proposed that the proportional relationship
between RA and AF values is 1:3.75 when investigating the influence of multi-stage cyclic
loading on the classification of marble fracture mode [54,55]. Yao et al. proposed that the
proportional relationship between RA and AF values is 1:2 when investigating the effect
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of moisture on the failure mode in coal [56]. Fan et al. proposed that the proportional
relationship between RA and AF values is 50:1 when investigating the fracture behavior
of fully graded concrete under three-point bending loading at different loading rates [57].
Moreover, the intercept was introduced when some scholars investigated crack classification
criteria based on RA and AF values. Das et al. proposed that the optimal dividing line for
classifying the fracture type of strain hardening cementitious composite (SHCC) specimens
is AF = 26.9841RA − 268.6918 [58]. Du et al. proposed that the optimal dividing line
for classifying the fracture type of marble is AF = 400RA + 50, when studying the AE
characteristics of marble [26]. In addition, when analyzing the precursory characteristics of
rock instability, Dong et al. proposed that the ratio of RA to AF is 1:200, and found that the
anisotropic characteristics of AE event rate can effectively reveal the failure precursors of
rock mass, and determine the direction of principal stress [59].

It can be seen from the above analysis that the rock cracking type classification based
on RA and AF values is mainly derived from the empirical relationship between RA and
AF values, which is uncertain and empirical; that is, the boundary between shear cracking
and tensile cracking has not been determined. Therefore, it is particularly important to
determine the relatively objective boundary between tensile and shear cracking. Nowa-
days, many scholars use the cluster analysis method to determine the optimal dividing
line [58,60,61], and many scholars use the kernel density estimation (KDE) function, a
non-parametric density estimation method [53–55]. In addition, some scholars investigated
the RA–AF characteristics of rock under direct tensile failure modes by conducting a direct
tensile test, to determine the optimal dividing line [25,52]. However, most of the above
research methods focused on a single loading condition, and the single application of a
mathematical analysis method could not fully reflect the fracture type of rock. In addition,
the reliability of the dividing line verified in the above research is still low. In this paper,
the AE characteristics of red sandstone during the fracture process were investigated by
conducting BITT, DST, and UCT. At the same time, based on the KDE function, the AE
data collected in BITT and DST are coupled to discuss the dividing line for classifying red
sandstone cracking type, and the reliability of the dividing line is verified. In addition, the
corresponding precursory characteristic parameters of rock failure are proposed based on
the determined dividing line.

2. Materials and Experimental Methods
2.1. Specimen Preparation

The origin of the light brown sandstone blocks used in the experimental testing is
the northwestern Sichuan Basin, China. The P-wave and average density of sandstone
blocks are measured as 3270 m/s and 2390 kg/m3, respectively. All specimens used in
the lab tests came from the same rock block and were cut in the same direction to avoid
specimen dispersion. In this testing, nine specimens were prepared in three sizes. The
side of the cube specimen used in DST was 100 mm, the size of disc specimen used in
BITT was Φ50×H25 mm, and the size of the cylindrical specimens used in UCT was
Φ50×H100 mm. The geometry and dimensions of the specimens in the three test types are
shown in Figure 2. The accuracy of each specimen is within the range specified by ISRM.
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2.2. Experimental Equipment and Setup

(1) Loading equipment

The designed DST was conducted on the WDAJ-600 rock shear testing machine. The
maximum loading value of the WDAJ-600 test machine in the vertical and horizontal
directions is 600 kN, and its loading accuracy is ±0.5%. In addition, the designed BITT
and UCT were conducted in the DSZ-1000 stress–strain controlled testing system. The
maximum loading value of the DSZ-1000 test machine is 1000 kN, and its loading accuracy
is also ±0.5%.

In this study, in order to ensure that the shape of the specimen will not be damaged
by the indenter of the testing machine when specimen failure occurs, the displacement
control mode was selected as the loading mode. In DST and UCT, the loading rate was
0.1 mm/min. In BITT, since the length of the specimen along the loading direction was
half of those in the DST and UCT, the displacement rate was 0.05 mm/min. The normal
stress of DST was 1 MPa. Before the formal loading, the force of 0.5 kN was applied to the
specimens in DST and BITT, and the force of 1 kN was applied to the specimens in UCT,
which ensured that the specimens were in full contact with the loading device, so as to
further eliminate the noise generated during the contact between the specimens and the
loading device in the formal test.

(2) AE monitoring system

The PCI-2 AE monitoring system was used to collect the AE signals during the defor-
mation and damage of the specimen, and its manufacturer was the American Acoustics
Company. The preamplifier gain of the AE monitoring system was set to 40 dB, which was
used to increase the anti-interference ability of weak signals. The threshold was also set to
40 dB; that is, AE signals whose amplitude exceeded 40 dB were recorded. The sampling
length of the single waveform and sampling rate was set to 2 k and 5 MSPS, respectively.
The sensor used was a PICO sensor with a resonant frequency of 150 kHz. The operating
frequency range was set to 20–400 kHz.

When installing the sensor on the surface of the sample, firstly, a layer of coupling
agent was applied on the sensor, to ensure that there was no gap between the sensor and
the rock surface; secondly, four sensors coated with coupling agent were placed on the
surface of the rock sample using black insulating tape. Black insulating tape has good
elasticity, so it can stabilize the sensor and also protect it from being crushed. The above
measures ensured that the collected acoustic emission signal was not distorted.

Before the formal loading, a “pencil lead breaking test” was conducted to check
whether all channels were connected normally, so as to further ensure that the AE signals
can be collected effectively. The pencil lead fracture is a practical pulse simulation source.
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Pencil lead fractures are used to simulate the acoustic emission signal generated by concrete
deformation and fracture.

All testing systems used are shown in Figure 3. The types of tests, the distribution of
AE sensors and damaged rock specimens are shown in Figure 4.
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Three identical rock samples were set up in each test type to eliminate the effect of
discreteness on the test results. The stress–displacement curve or stress–strain curve of
the specimens in each of the three test types is shown in Figure 5. The strain data were
collected by an extensometer, so the stress–strain curve could be drawn in UCT, while in
DST and BITT, only stress displacement curves could be drawn. In addition, the number
and strength of all specimens are shown in Table 1, in which σt, σs and σc denote the
tensile strength (Mpa), the shear strength (Mpa), and the uniaxial compressive strength
(Mpa), respectively.
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Figure 5. The stress–displacement curve or stress–strain curve of the specimen in three test types.
(a) DST; (b) BITT; (c) UCT.

Table 1. Basic physical and mechanical parameters of red sandstone.

Number Type of Test Loading Rate (mm/min) σt/σs/σc (MPa)

B-1
BITT 0.05

7.06
B-2 8.50
B-3 8.80

D-1
DST 0.1

12.48
D-2 11.79
D-3 13.68

U-1
UCT 0.1

115.27
U-2 108.79
U-3 118.10
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3. AE Data Processing Methods

The AE event rate is represented by event interval function F(τ), which can reveal
the crack propagation of rock specimens, from microcracking to macrocracking. Based on
the RA and AF values, the fracture mode of the red sandstone in the loading process was
analyzed, and the classification method of the red sandstone fracture mode was determined.
In addition, the KDE function was adopted to visualize the RA–AF data density maps. In
this chapter, we focus on the three adopted AE data processing methods.

3.1. Inter-Event Time Function F(τ) Theory

The basic connotation of the inter-event time function F(τ) is the average occurrence
frequency of N AE events that move continuously, and τ represents the time interval of N
AE events [62]. The derivation process is as follows [16]:

∆ti = ti − ti−1, i = 2, 3, . . . (1)

where ti is the time of the i-th AE event, and ti−1 is the time of the previous AE event.

τi =
tN+i−1 − ti−1

N
, i = 2, 3, . . . (2)

τ1 =
tN − t1

N
(3)

F(τi) = τ−1
i , i = 1, 2, . . . (4)

When calculating F(τ) in this paper, the N-value of all samples is taken as 50. Further-
more, it is worth noting that F(τ) for N − 1 acoustic emission events cannot be defined, but
this does not affect the accuracy of the overall test results.

3.2. RA and AF Values Method

Since the unit of amplitude is dB, it is necessary to convert the unit dB into voltage
unit V, and the conversion formula is shown in Formula (5) [37]. RA and AF values are
calculated according to the basic parameters of the AE signal, and the calculation method
is shown in Formulas (6) and (7) [32].

B(mV) = 10
A(dB)

20 – 1 (5)

RA value =
Rise time

Maximum amplitude
(6)

AF value =
Count

Duration time
(7)

3.3. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) Method

The KDE method is widely used in data analysis. In this study, the KDE method was
utilized to identify and visualize high-density regions of RA and AF values. The basic
principles of the KDE approach are as follows [63].

The basic idea of the KDE method is that each point in the estimated data contributes
an “atom” of probability density to the estimate, and p(z) is used to represent the true
density estimate of multivariate data. The formula is as follows:

p̂(z) =
1

nh

n

∑
i=1

K
( z− Zi

h

)
(8)

where n is the total number of estimated samples, h is the smoothing parameter controlling
the atomic width, and Zi represents the i-th data point. K(x) is a kernel function. In this
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paper, the multivariate Gaussian function is taken as the kernel function, and its formula is
as follows:

K(x) =
1

(2π)
d
2

exp
(
−1

2
‖x‖2

)
(9)

where d denotes the dimension of data space.
The probability density function values for all sample points can be simply obtained

by establishing an estimate p(z).
The accuracy of the estimate is affected by the value of h and the size of the sample,

so the value of h must be reasonably determined. Since the least squares cross-validation
method has a large advantage in reducing the squared error between the density estimate
and the actual density, this method has been selected to determine the value of h in this
paper. The calculation formula of square error is as follows:

J[ p̂] =
∫

[p(x)− p̂(x)]2dx (10)

When the real density is Gaussian, the optimal smoothing parameters can be deter-
mined by the following formula:

h∗ = Bn1/(d+4) (11)

where parameter B is related to parameter d, and its expression of multivariate distribution
is shown as:

B =

{
1 when d = 2

( 4
d+2 )

1
d+4 otherwise

(12)

4. Experimental Results

The AE data of different samples have good consistency in the BITT, DST, and UCT.
Therefore, the data of the specimen with the greatest strength were selected for analysis,
such as B-3, D-3, and U-3. Simultaneously, the characteristic of the AE event rate in the
whole process of the test was analyzed to reveal the AE activity in the process of sample
damage and fracture by the time function f between events F(τ). In this section, the
evolution law of the AE event rate, the RA and AF values, and the distribution law of
RA–AF data in three test types were analyzed.

4.1. AE Event Rate Monitoring

Figure 6 shows the evolution characteristics of the AE event rate and stress with time
for the red sandstone samples in the three types of tests. In Figure 6, the vertical coordinate
includes stress (black), the number of accumulative AE events (blue), and its corresponding
AE event rate (F(τ), pink); the horizontal coordinate is the time of each test type. The whole
process of rock damage and fracture is divided into phase-1 and phase-2, according to
the evolution law of the AE event rate with time. In phase-1, the AE event rate showed a
relatively steady state, and the cumulative AE events grew slowly, which indicates that the
crack initiation and expansion activities in rock are moderate. Therefore, phase-1 is called
the gentle growth period of AE events (microcrack generation phase). Further, phase-2 is
called the sharp growth period of AE events (macrocrack generation phase). In phase-2,
the AE event rate increases gradually with a state of high and low fluctuation, and the
cumulative AE events increase sharply, which indicates that the crack propagation activity
in the critical failure stage in the rock is intense, and macroscopic cracks gradually form,
showing a failure trend. The critical time point between adjacent phases is considered to be
Tt, and Ft is the corresponding load at Tt. Ft is expressed as Ft = kFp, where Fp is the peak
load and k is the ratio of Ft to Fp. In addition, the proportion of AE events in phase-1 and
phase-2 to the total number of events in each test type is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Variations of stress, cumulative AE events and corresponding AE event rate with time. (a) 
BITT; (b) DST; (c) UCT. 
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In BITT, the number of AE events in phase-1 and phase-2 accounts for 46.48% and
53.52% of the total events, respectively. In DST, the number of AE events in phase-1 and
phase-2 accounts for 18.57% and 81.43% of the total events, respectively. In UCT, the number
of AE events in phase-1 and phase-2 accounts for 17.33% and 82.67% of the total events,
respectively. On the whole, nearly half of the AE events in BITT occurred before loading Ft,
indicating that the rock has been damaged to a certain extent in the microcrack generation
phase. However, in DST and UCT, the number of AE events is less before loading Ft,
which indicates that the rock damage mainly occurs in the macrocrack generation phase. In
addition, the Ft in BITT, DST, and UCT are 94.16% Fp, 69.02% Fp and 71.81% Fp, respectively.
It can be seen that the macrocrack generation phase in BITT is significantly shorter than
that in DST and UCT. The above results are due to the different fracture modes of rocks
under different loading conditions. In BITT, tensile fracture mainly occurs; in DST, shear
fracture mainly occurs; and in UCT, tensile and shear fracture always occur together.
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4.2. Evolution of RA and AF Values

In this section, only the data collected by one channel were analyzed to avoid the
overlapping of signals collected by different channels. The data collected by sensor-1 were
selected to analyze, and the moving average of these parameters was calculated from
50 AE events.

The evolution law of the RA and AF values of red sandstone in the three test types with
time is shown in Figure 8. The RA and AF values show ups and downs before Tt; however,
they show obvious trends after Tt. When the loading time is in the interval between Tt
and the final failure time (Tf), there is an obvious downward trend in RA value and an
obvious upward trend in AF value. In addition, when rock failure occurs, the RA value
will suddenly decrease, and the AF value will suddenly increase in the three test types.
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4.3. The Kernel Density Distribution of RA–AF Values

The RA–AF distribution can qualitatively describe the variation trend of shear and
tensile fracture in the tested specimens. The density maps of RA–AF data in the three types
of tests are shown in Figures 9–11, in which the density of data is lower in the red region
and higher in the purple and blue regions. A change in color from red to purple indicates
that the data distribution has changed from sparse to dense. With the color changing from
red to purple, the distribution of data changes from sparse to dense. The purple and blue
areas are called the main data distribution areas, which are marked with the black dot–dash
square frame. Furthermore, a manual straight line of 45, passing through two points (0, 0)
and (30, 1100) with a slope of 36.67, is drawn as the reference line to distinguish the RA–AF
distribution. It can be seen from Section 4.2 that RA and AF values vary greatly in different
time periods. Therefore, Tt is selected as the dividing point to divide the loading process of
each test into two phases, in which the RA–AF distribution is compared. Here, t represents
the actual time, and Tf represents the moment when the sample failure occurs.
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Figure 9 shows that the data are mainly distributed above the reference line in BITT,
and the RA–AF distribution in phase-1 and phase-2 is similar. From the main data, we can
see that the main distribution range of AF values is 0–240 KHz, while the distribution of
RA values is in a smaller range (0–1 ms/v). Only a small amount of data is distributed
below the reference line, indicating that the shear characteristic signal is dominant in BITT.
Figure 10 shows that the main data above the reference line are still dominant in DST, while
the main data below the reference line also increases significantly. There are differences
in RA–AF distribution between phase-1 and phase-2. From the main data, we can see
that the range in AF values in the two phases is 0–150 kHz, and the range in RA value in
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phase-1 is 0–3 ms/V, while the range in RA values in phase-2 is significantly increased,
to 0–5 ms/V. This suggests that the shear characteristic signals increase clearly with the
increase in loading in DST. Figure 11 shows that the distribution of RA–AF data in the two
phases of UCT is different. In phase-1, the main data are evenly distributed on the upper
and lower sides of the reference line, and their distribution range is the rectangular area
bounded by the RA value range of 0–8 ms/V and the AF value range of 0–180 kHz. In
phase-2, the data are mainly distributed above the reference line. The range of AF values
is 0–2.5 ms/V, and the range of RA values is 30–340 kHz. This suggests that shear and
tensile characteristic signals are generated simultaneously in the microcrack generation
phase in UCT, while tensile characteristic signals are mainly generated in the macrocrack
generation phase.

4.4. Classification of Tensile and Shear Cracks

It can be seen from Section 4.3 that the RA–AF distribution in BITT and DST mainly
presents obvious tensile characteristic signals and shear characteristic signals, respectively.
Therefore, the RA–AF data in BITT and DST were selected for analysis to determine the
dividing line of RA–AF distribution between tensile and shear cracks in red sandstone
samples. The method used to determine the dividing line as to plot the RA–AF data in
BITT and DST on the same scatter diagram, and then find a straight line so that the data
proportion under the straight line in BITT is basically the same as that on the straight line
in DST [26]. An enlargement of the main data in Figures 10b and 11b is shown in Figure 12,
in which it can be seen that the straight line (AF = 75 kHz) is a reference line. There are
obvious differences between the RA–AF distributions above and below the reference line,
regardless of whether we are using BITT or DST. Hence, the value of 75 kHz has been
selected as the intercept of the dividing line. Next, the dividing line was determined by
constantly changing the slope. When the slope of the dividing line reached the value of 93,
both the data proportion in BITT below the line and that in DST above the line were 39.9%.
Therefore, the straight line, AF = 93RA + 75, was determined as the dividing line between
the tensile crack and shear crack in the RA–AF scatter plots, as shown in Figure 13.
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As shown in Figure 13, we have determined that the dividing line between tensile
fracture and shear fracture in the RA–AF scatter plots of red sandstone is AF = 93RA + 75.
The RA–AF data distributed above the dividing line represent the data generated by
tensile fracture, and the RA–AF data distributed below the dividing line represent the data
generated by shear fracture. Therefore, the AE monitoring technology can classify between
tensile fracture and shear fracture in the whole process of rock loading. When a fracture
occurs, the RA–AF value of the collected AE signal is distributed above the dividing line
(AF > 93RA + 75), which can be considered as a tensile fracture. On the contrary, if the
RA–AF value is distributed below the division line (AF < 93RA + 75), the fracture can be
considered as a shear fracture.
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4.5. Statistics of Tension and Shear Fracture, and Analysis of Failure Mechanism

According to the dividing line determined above, the microcracks of red sandstone
under uniaxial compression test loading are statistically analyzed. The statistics of the
tensile and shear cracks of the U-1, U-2 and U-3 specimens are shown in Figure 14. The
total numbers of AE events in the U-1, U-2 and U-3 specimens are 38,783, 51,200 and 45,264,
respectively. It can be seen in Figure 14 that tensile cracks account for a large proportion
(more than 67%) in the U-1 specimen, while shear cracks account for a large proportion
(about 60%) in the U-2 and U-3 specimens, which indicates that the fracture mode of rock
under uniaxial compression loading is complex. In addition, by observing the failure modes
of the U-1, U-2 and U-3 specimens (Figure 15), it can be found that the U-1 specimen with
more tensile cracks is broken, while the U-2 and U-3 specimens with more shear cracks are
more complete. The macroscopic cracks on the surface of each specimen are mainly shear
cracks, accompanied by a certain number of tensile cracks. These results correspond to
the results reflected by AE parameters, but they still need to be further analyzed from the
perspective of the rock failure mechanism.

Griffith crack exists in rock material at the initial state. Griffith cracks in rocks can be
formed by pores, voids, soft or hard nodules or particles, particle boundaries, etc. [64–66].
When the shear stress on the fracture surface exceeds the shear strength, shear fracture will
occur in the rock, which is the main fracture mode.

When the extension direction of the crack in the rock is approximately parallel to the
direction of the compressive stress, the tensile stress will concentrate at the tip of the crack
under the compressive stress [67]. If the tensile stress concentration is large and reaches the
tensile strength of the material, the crack will begin to expand. In this case, the pressure
will continue to increase, and the crack will expand rapidly, which may eventually lead to
a macrofracture.

If the crack extension direction in the rock intersects with the compressive stress
direction at a small angle, we take out an “isolator” containing an inclined crack AB from
the rock sample along the axis, as shown in Figure 16. With the gradual increase in axial
pressure, shear slip will occur along the crack’s surface in the rock specimen. In the above
case, normal stress N and friction force F occur on the shear slip surface, and the combined
stress along the axial direction is less than the axial stress in the rock specimen; otherwise
there will be no slip (shear) fracture. Therefore, there must be shear stress on the BG surface
to balance the axial stress. In addition, the shear slip action will also produce a tensile
stress perpendicular to the axial direction, which increases with the increase in the slip
surface. Obviously, in the compression process, without confining pressure or with very
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small confining pressure, a tensile fracture along the axial direction will occur with the
increase in the shear slip surface. After a tensile fracture surface appears, the axial shear
and the tensile stress of the rock specimens below it (along the slip surface) will be reduced
to zero. Then, with the continuous expansion of the shear surface, tensile fractures will
occur one by one [68,69]. Therefore, when there are many Griffith cracks in the rock that are
approximately parallel to the direction of the compressive stress, or within a small angle,
shear fracture and tensile fracture occur simultaneously in the rock.
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Obviously, the above rock failure mechanism corresponds to the rock failure charac-
teristics reflected by the AE parameters. Therefore, the proposed dividing line of RA–AF
scatter plots can be used for classifying tensile and shear fractures to determine the fracture
mode of red sandstone.

5. Discussion

Having determined the dividing line (AF = 93RA + 75) between shear and tensile
cracks, we focus on the evolution law of tension and the shear sources of sandstone in
UCT on the basis of RA and AF values. In addition, combined with the statistical index
analysis of the b-value, the failure precursor index of red sandstone is here discussed based
on the dividing line. In this section, the analysis is based on the data of U-1, U-2 and
U-3 specimens.

5.1. Evolution Characteristics of Tensile and Shear Sources in UCT

When the signal generated by a fracture is received by multiple sensors (greater than
or equal to four) at the same time, a positioning signal, the fracture source, will be formed.
Because it is difficult for a fracture signal to be collected by multiple sensors at the same
time, the location source data in this section are much fewer than the number of acoustic
emission events in the above section.

The two-dimensional spatial distribution of tensile and shear AE sources in each
sample is shown in Figure 17, in which the distribution of the AE source of red sandstone
is relatively scattered under the condition of uniaxial compression, which is generally
consistent with the position of the macro failure surface of the specimen. The total numbers
of sources of U-1, U-2, and U-3 specimens are 1062, 1001, and 1388, respectively, most
of which are tensile sources. The percentages of tensile sources of the U-1, U-2, and U-3
specimens in the total number of sources are 84.7%, 77.4%, and 71.4%, respectively, as
shown in Figure 18. Compared with Figure 14, it is found that although shear cracks account
for a large proportion of microcracks in U-2 and U-3, the fracture sources are mainly tensile
sources, indicating that tensile fracture more easily forms a positioning signal.

Figure 19 shows the cumulative number of tensile and shear AE sources corresponding
to axial strain throughout the whole process for three specimens, including the total stress–
strain curve. According to the deformation characteristics of specimens, the approximate
straight line section of the stress–strain curve can be defined as the phase from the elastic
deformation to the stable development of microcracks (II), and the phase before elastic
deformation to the stable development of microcracks (II) can be defined as the micropore
compaction phase (I). In addition, after the elastic deformation reaches the stable develop-
ment phase of microcracks (II), before peak stress occurs, the unstable development phase
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of microcracks emerges (III). The slopes of the approximate straight lines of the stress–strain
curves for the U-1, U-2, and U-3 specimens are 210.89, 188.31, and 214.78, respectively.
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A fascinating phenomenon was found, whereby shear sources always grow prior to
tensile sources in the initial phase I. This phenomenon depends on the initial micro pore and
microcrack state of each specimen, to a certain extent. With the increase in loading stress,
there is a rapid growth point in the number of tensile sources. The stress corresponding to
the rapid growth point of the tensile source of the U-1, U-2, and U-3 specimens is 83.09%σt,
57.22%σt and 70.25%σt, respectively (σt is the peak stress). The rapid growth point of the
tensile source of the U-1 specimen is at the critical point of phase II and phase III, and
the rapid growth points of the tensile sources of the U-2 and U-3 samples are all at phase
II. However, in phase I, the shear source increases rapidly; in phase II, the growth of the
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shear source is slow, and its cumulative curve is roughly “horizontal”. The rapid growth
point of the shear source appears in phase III, which is close to rock failure. The stress
corresponding to the rapid growth points of the shear sources of the U-1, U-2, and U-3
specimens is 99.49%σt, 95.46%σt, and 95.93%σt, respectively. Owing to the strength of the
U-2 specimen being lower than that of the U-1 and U-3 specimens, the rapid growth point of
the U-2 specimen occurs earlier, and especially the rapid growth point of the tensile source.
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It can be seen from the above analysis that under uniaxial compression loading, the
fracture source of red sandstone is primarily the shear source in the initial phase of loading
and the tensile source in the critical failure phase, and the number is far greater than that of
the shear source.

5.2. Failure Precursor Index of Rock Based on k Value

There will be certain contingencies in the parameters obtained in AE monitoring. The
instantaneous growth of a certain index may be unable to objectively reflect the intensifica-
tion of fracture in the rock. Therefore, in the AE monitoring based on parameter analysis,
the AE parameters are usually statistically processed to further obtain the corresponding
statistical indicators.

Among the statistical indicators based on amplitude, the most commonly used is the
b-value statistic. The b-value originates from the Gutenberg Richter (G-R) relationship in
seismology; that is, the logarithm of cumulative times (N), greater than magnitude (M), is
linear with magnitude (M) [70], as shown in Formula (13).

logN = a− bM (13)

where a and b are constants. In the analysis of AE parameters, the amplitude can usually
be divided by 20 to represent the AE magnitude M, i.e., M = A/20. In the calculation of the
b-value, the unit of A is dB.
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The B-value is mainly used to measure the relative number of small-magnitude frac-
ture events and large-magnitude fracture events in rocks under compression, which can
represent the scale of magnitude distribution of AE events. Therefore, it is widely used
to analyze and forecast the precursors of rock fracture [71]. When the b-value is larger,
it indicates that small- and medium-scale fracture events account for a large proportion;
otherwise, it indicates that large-scale fracture events are dominant. In laboratory test, the
corresponding b-value is about 1 (±0.5), when the rock mass fails.

In addition, in previous studies, the dividing line between shear and tensile crack was
in the form of y = kx. In the analysis of the fracture mechanism, the slope of the dividing
line, k = AF/RA, was used as an index to classify the shear fracture and tensile fracture.
However, the intercept of the dividing line proposed in this paper is not zero, so the k-value,
k = AF/(93RA + 75), is selected as the AE parameter index to estimate the damage degree
of the red sandstone specimens. When the number of signals with large k-value increases,
it indicates that the proportion of tensile fracture in the specimen increases, and the damage
intensifies. For k-value, the instantaneous accidental value is also not enough to explain
the intensification of fracture. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate the severity of specimen
failure when only using the absolute k-value of one or several AE signals. In this study,
the coefficient of variation (CV) is selected as the statistical index, and the dispersion of
k-value distribution is used to describe the fracture of specimens. As a normalized measure
indicator, CV is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the average.

Figure 20 shows the statistical results of the b-value and the CV (k) of the U-1, U-2, and
U-3 specimens, taking the strain as the independent variable. In the process of calculation,
the AE data of each specimen were equally divided into 100 segments, and then the
corresponding b-value and CV (k) of each segment were calculated. The sample sizes of
the U-1, U-2, and U-3 specimens are 240, 199, and 269 respectively. In Figure 20, the phase
partition from Figure 19 is used again. Since the data in the pink dotted rectangle in the
figure are too dense, the data in this area are enlarged. Furthermore, two kinds of reference
lines are set in the figure. One is a horizontal dotted line, which corresponds to b-value = 1
and CV (k) = 1; the other is the vertical dotted line, which corresponds to the rapid growth
point of the tensile source, as described in Section 5.1.

It can be seen from Figure 20 that when the strain of all specimens reaches the corre-
sponding rapid growth point of the tensile source, the b-values decrease significantly, and
when the b-values decrease to less than 1, the specimen will enter phase-III. In phase-III,
except for individual points, the other b-values are less than 1, and when the specimen
is close to complete failure, the b-values decrease significantly again. Additionally, when
the strain of all specimens approaches the rapid growth point of the corresponding tensile
source, CV (k) shows a downward trend, and the first CV (k) behind the vertical reference
line is close to 1. In phase-III, the CV (k) of all specimens is stable at less than 1. Differently
from the b-value, when the specimen is close to complete failure, the CV (k) increases
significantly and will exceed 1.

In the early loading phase of all specimens, the b-values were basically distributed
between 0.7 and 1, and then increased to 1–1.5, which indicates that the micropores of
the specimens were gradually compacted at the initial phase of loading, and then small
fractures dominated in the specimens. However, until the specimens approached the failure
phase and were in the failure phase, the b-value began to decrease sharply. The b-value of
the U-2 specimen suddenly decreased in the early phase of loading, but then returned to a
higher level, which indicates that some large-scale fractures appeared in this phase, but did
not continue to develop, and returned to the fracture development mode dominated by
small-scale fractures.

In the early loading phase of all specimens, the span of CV (k), basically distributed
between 1 and 3.4, was large, which means that the dispersion of the k-value was large,
indicating that there were great differences, with tensile cracks and shear cracks occurring
together, in the crack types of the specimens in the early loading phase. However, when
the strain reached the corresponding rapid growth point of the tensile source, especially
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after the specimen entered phase-III, the CV (k) was relatively stable, which means that the
dispersion of the k-value was small, indicating that tensile cracks were mainly produced.
Meanwhile, in phase-III, the CV (k) also increased locally on the basis of relative stability,
especially when the specimens were close to complete failure, which increased significantly.
This shows that a small number of shear cracks were also generated in the specimen in
phase-III, and when the specimen was in complete failure, a large number of shear cracks
were generated.
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Figure 20. Comparison of CV(k) and b-values among different specimens. (a) U-1; (b) U-2; (c) U-3.
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From the above results, it can be found that the combination of b-value and CV (k) can
reveal the failure process of a specimen. In the early (stable) failure phase, the b-value was
mainly distributed between 1 and 1.5, while the CV (k) value’s distribution span was large,
ranging from 1 to 3.4; in the instability failure phase, both the b-value and CV (k) were less
stable than 1. Only when the final failure occurred did CV (k) increase significantly, and
come to exceed 1. Therefore, 1.0 can also be used as the recommended judgment value of
the CV (k) index.

In a practical sense, when the CV (k) is greater than 1, the dispersion of the k-value
exceeds 100%. It can be seen from the above conclusions that in the unstable failure phase,
tensile fracture is the main fracture type, and the corresponding k-values are large. With
the aggravation of the fracture, when the specimen is in complete failure, the proportion of
shear fracture signal increases, and more signals with small k-value appear.

The dispersion of k-values exceeding 100% indicates that the number of AE signals
with small k-value increased significantly, and the proportion of shear fracture signals
increased significantly. Therefore, taking CV (k) as the fracture failure judgment value of
red sandstone has practical significance.

6. Conclusions

The AE characteristics of red sandstone in BITT, DST, and UCT were analyzed using
AE monitoring technology. The variation law of the RA and AF values was analyzed
to study the fracture mode and propagation characteristics of cracks in red sandstone.
Based on the kernel density estimation (KDE) function and coupling the AE parameters
(RA–AF values) in DST and BITT, the classification method of red sandstone fractures
was determined. The reliability of this method was verified by the results of uniaxial
compression tests. The conclusions are as follows:

(1) AE event rate can reflect the transformation of rock samples from microcracks to
macrocracks. The macrocrack generation phase in UCT was the longest, that in DST
was the second longest, and that in BITT was the shortest;

(2) The KDE method can effectively identify and visualize the high-density areas of RA
and AF values. In the failure mode dominated by tensile fracture, the RA value was
low and the AF value was high. On the contrary, in the failure mode dominated by
shear fracture, the RA value was high and the AF value was low. When rock failure
occurred, the RA and AF values both developed in opposite directions;

(3) It was determined that the dividing line for classifying tensile and shear cracks in the
RA and AF value data is AF = 93RA + 75. The reliability of the dividing line has been
verified by analyzing the failure mode and fracture mechanism of the sample;

(4) Under uniaxial compression loading, the fracture source of red sandstone was mainly
the shear source in the initial phase of loading, and the tensile source in the critical
failure phase, and the number of the latter was far greater than that of the shear source;

(5) K = AF/(93RA + 75) was proposed as an AE parameter index to reflect the internal
fracture of the red sandstone specimen. Further, the corresponding reference judgment
value CV (k) = 1 was proposed. It can be considered that the test sample entered the
instability failure phase when CV (k) < 1.
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Abbreviations

AE Acoustic emission
BITT Brazilian indirect tensile test
DST Direct shear test
UCT Uniaxial compression test
KDE Kernel density estimation
RA RA = rise time/amplitude
AF Average frequency
σs Shear strength
σc Uniaxial compressive strength
F(τ) The inter-event time function/AE event rate
Tt Time at the beginning of drastic increase in AE events
Ft Load at the beginning of drastic increase in AE events
Fp Peak load during the test
CV The coefficient of variation
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